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1) Topic representation
Typical "Top N" representations of learned
topics can be difficult for users to interpret.
We combine several methods to construct a
more easily understood topic summary.
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2) Topic selection

We propose a method for improving ad-hoc information retrieval
by allowing explicit user feedback over topics automatically
learned from the corpus using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [1] model. This capability may be especially useful within
organizations with specialized domains or limited resources.
Experiments on TREC data with simulated user feedback show
improved retrieval performance, in addition to the informational
benefits of the displayed topics.
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Information retrieval in challenging environments

We may have hundreds of learned topics. We use the following procedure
to select a handful of topics to present to the user as feedback candidates.
Topics correlated with enriched topics

3) Incorporating feedback
When a user marks a topic as relevant, we expand the original
query using the most probable words from that topic. In order to
preserve query intent, the original query is given more weight.
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